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Table 1: Delay result comparison

π model macromodel SPICE
π model

ERROR

macromodel

 ERROR

I0.Q to I1.A 3.242ns 3.239 ns 3.233 ns 0.28% 0.19%

I0.Q to I2.A 3.518ns 3.508 ns 3.508 ns 0.30% 0.0%

I0.Q to I3.A 0.954ns 0.962 ns 0.958 0.42% 0.42%

Vin

5482.24Ω

0.00pf 3.5pf

48Ω 24Ω

1.5pf 2.4pf

34Ω

96Ω 72Ω

1.6pf
1.07pf

10Ω

2.8pf 48Ω 24Ω

1.5pf 1.5pf

36Ω 24Ω

1.5pf 1.5pf

24Ω

2.4pf

SOURCE

I3.A

I1.A

I2.A

2.6pf

0.08pf

0.08pf

0.08pf

Figure 9. An RC tree network used for delay computation.

I0.Q
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Figure 7c. Far-end voltage response vo.

input

output
400 mil

40
0 

m
il

Figure 8. A grid-type clock network.
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Vin

40mm

40mm

20mm
12Ω

0.25nH

1.0Ω

1.0W

4.5pf

4.3pf

6.75pf

6.75pf

R=8.845Ω/m
L=94.54nH/m
C=126.3pf/m

L1:

R=12.60Ω/m
L=120.75nH/m
C=99.0pf/m

L2:

R=11.02Ω/m
L=110.4nH/m
C=108.2pf/m

L3:

V1

Vo

Figure 7a. A transmission line circuit.

Figure 7b. Near end voltage response v1.
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Vin

V0

72Ω10Ω

.114pf

1.238pf

48Ω

48Ω

.207pf

.207pf

.207pf

48Ω 24Ω

.007pf .2pf

48Ω 24Ω

.007pf .2pf

34Ω 96Ω 72Ω

.021pf .028pf
. 007pf

10Ω

1.048pf

312Ω

120Ω

24Ω

1.2pf

.2pf

.47pf

.2pf

. 2pf

10Ω 96Ω

.021pf

.221pf

V1

Figure 6a. A RC circuit with floating capacitance loops.

Figure 6b. Output response v1 and vo.
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the distributed representation of the interconnect and by the fact that only the external nodes need

to be analyzed.

In the last example shown in Figure (9), we made comparisons of delay computation using the

macromodel to both SPICE and the Driving-Point Admittance Approximation, also known asπ
model introduced in [2]. We have chosen an RC tree since this is the only structure to which π
model can be applied. The results of delay computations using the π model in [2], SPICE, and

macromodel are given in Table 1. The macromodel uses 2nd order approximation in the example.

Due to the simple RC tree structure, both theπ model and the macromodel result in very accurate

delays. However, theπ model does not have the flexibility to extend the computation to general

mesh networks and distributed transmission line networks. Moreover, the order of approximation

in theπ model is not adjustable for more complicated circuits.

6. Conclusion

We have developed a S-Parameters based macromodel of distributed-lumped networks. The

macromodel is versatile such that networks with capacitive cutsets, inductive loops, and lossy

transmission lines can be easily handled. To improve the efficiency of the simulation, the

Adjoined Merging Rule and the Self Merging Rule are derived to reduce the original network into

a network containing a multiport with the sources and loads of interest. The S-Parameters of the

circuit components are approximated by Taylor series to simplify the reduction process. Pade

approximation is then applied to the reduced network to obtain the macromodel. The macromodel

is very flexible that the accuracy of the model can be controlled by adjusting the order of

approximation, so that at different design stages, the simulation accuracy and speed are combined

to determine the level of the macromodel needed. The macromodel has been used for the transient

analysis of lumped and distributed networks and the experimental results indicate that our model

can approach the accuracy of SPICE with one or two order less computing time.
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the system. Special considerations to the approximation method for the analysis of the particular

type of systems presented in this paper will be included in the full submission.

5. Experimental results

Several benchmark examples are used to verify the efficiency and generality of the macromodel.

These testing circuits include various topologies commonly encountered in the delay modeling of

VLSI interconnects. All benchmarks were executed on a Sun Sparc 1+ station.

The first circuit, shown in Figure (6a), is a RC network. Floating capacitors are present to form

several loops. It took 0.2 CPU second to analyze the circuit with one external output node and 0.3

CPU second for two external output nodes, both using second order macromodel. The output

responses with a unit step input, together with the results obtained by SPICE2G6, are plotted in

Figure (6b). While there is little difference between the results based on macromodel and the

SPICE model, it took SPICE2G.6 3.2 CPU second to compute the response.

The second testing circuit consists of three lossy transmission lines, a floating capacitor and an

inductor. (See Figure 7a). Only 0.2 CPU second is used to analyze the circuit from the source to

two output nodes. On the other hand, 41.7 CPU second is needed for SPICE2G.6 to analyze this

circuit where L1 and L3 are represented by 30 lumped sections, and L2 by 15 lumped sections.

The input signal has a 0.8ns rise time, and the results are shown in Figure (7b) and (7c).

A grid-type clock network, (see Figure (8)), first given in [11] for the RICE simulator is also

analyzed using the macromodel. The clock is distributed around the periphery of a 400mil x

400mil chip. The vertical runs are on metal 1 (R=80Ω,/100mil and C=0.5pf/100mil) and the

horizontal runs are on metal 2 (R=160Ω/100mil and C=0.4pf/100mil). Represented by lumped

RC elements, it contains 12001 nodes and 24001 branches. It took 2,206 seconds for AWEsim[9]

to analyze the circuit. RICE[11] used 4.96 CPU second on Sun Sparc 1 station to read and parse

the circuit descriptions due to the fact that transmission lines are represented by a lot of lumped

sections, another 0.81 second to perform the computation. On the other hand, our program took

0.2 second CPU time for the analysis from the source to one output node and 0.9 second is need

for the analysis from source to all other 8 nodes. The computation time is significantly reduced by
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computation. The two port network under discussion is shown in Figure 5.

Recall the scattering matrix definition [1], for a linear n-port system with incident wave

 and reflected wave , we have:

Define the voltage and current vectors for the system to be:

where  is the diagonal reference impedance matrix.

For the two-port system shown in Figure 5, we have the following voltage transfer function in the

frequency domain:

Once the transfer function is obtained, the Pade approximation method [9] can be used to analyze

Vin Vo S0

1 2

Figure 5. A two port network.

S11 S12

S21 S22

A a1 a2 … an,, ,[ ] T= B b1 b2 … bn, , ,[ ] T=

B SA= 11( )

V A B I Zc
1− A B−( )× 12( )=,+=

Zc

H s( )
S21 1 S0+( )

1 S11 S0 S12S21 S11S22− S22−( )+ + 13( )=
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The derivation of the two reduction rules will be presented in the final paper. Given an arbitrary

distributed-lumped networkL described by the linear components discussed in section 2, let En

be the set of externaln nodes. The network reduction process begins with merging all internal

components by repeatedly utilizing the Adjoined Merging rule for all the nodesi that does not

belong toEn. The Self Merging rule is applied to eliminate all the self loops introduced by the

Adjoined Merging process. Finally, an n-port network characterized by its scattering parameters is

derived. Notice that the S-Parameters are approximated by their lower order moments.

It should be pointed out that the above reduction process does not require the network be an RC

tree. Since we start with the S-Parameter description of the system, which always exists for any

physically realizable system, the formulation is completely general for any linear distributed-

lumped network with analytical component descriptions. Another advantage is that the need for

using lumped representation of transmission lines is eliminated since lossy transmission lines can

be represented in the distributed form.

4. S-Parameter based macromodel

Without loss of generality, assume a two port network is the result of the network reduction

process (see Figure 5). In this section, we develop the macromodel for delay and timing

X

1

k+1

m

k

l

Figure 4. Self Merging.
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 port system has the following S-parameters:

Self Merging Rule:

Let X be anm port system with a self loop connected to thelth andkth ports inX (see Figure 4).

After eliminating the self loop, the resultant (m - 2) port system has the following S-parameters:

where

n m 2−+( ) n m 2−+( )×

Sji

Sxji

SxkiSyllSxjk

1 SxkkSyll−+ i j X∈,

SxkiSyjl

1 SxkkSyll− i X j Y∈,∈
9( )







=

Xmxm Ynxn

k

l

Figure 3. Adjoined Merging.

Sji Sxji Sxjlal Sxjkak i j, 1 2 … m, , 2 10( )−,=+ +=

al
1
∆ SxliSxkk Sxki 1 Sxlk−( )+( )=

ak
1
∆ SxkiSxll Sxli 1 Sxkl−( )+( )=

∆ 1 Sxlk−( ) 1 Sxkl−( ) SxllSxkk−=
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The network reduction problem can be defined as follows: given a linear distributed-lumped

network consisting of the elements defined in Figure (1a) through (1d), find a multiport

representation of the network as illustrated by Figure 2, where the multiport is characterized by its

S-parameters. All nodes in the network are internal to the multiport except the node connected to

the driving source (node 1) and the loads of interest (nodes 2 throughm). These external nodes are

specified by the user.

To obtain such a multiport representation withm external ports from an arbitrary distributed-

lumped network ofn original nodes, the network is reduced by merging the nodes into the

multiport one at a time while keeping all user specified nodes external. There are two basic

reduction rules:

Adjoined Merging Rule:

Let X andY be two adjoined multiports, withm ports andn ports respectively. Assume portk of X

is connected to portl of Y, as shown in Figure 3. After mergingX and Y, the resultant

1

2

m

k

Vin

V1

Vk

Vm

Multi-Port
Component

Figure 2. A multiport representation.
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Then, aMultiplication Operation is defined as:

And aDivision Operation:

From (8) it seems that a negative first moment  would be created if . However, since

we use Scattering Parameters to characterize all components, all Scattering Parameters of passive

components have no poles at  based on the principle of energy conservation[13]. Therefore,

if  represents an element of a scattering matrix, it is guaranteed that there is no pole at .

This implies that if ,  must be zero, so we can shift all moments of  and  to the left

and keep .

3. Network reduction algorithm

Given the individual component scattering parameters presented in the last section, we are ready

to describe a systematic reduction algorithm to reduce a distributed-lumped network to a

multiport with sources and loads of interest.

Several network reduction algorithms have been reported. The multiport connection method was

introduced in [1, 14, 15]. In this method, the Scattering-matrix of the network is partitioned into

blocks based on classification of internal and external ports. The Scattering-Matrix can be

obtained using block operations including time-consuming matrix inversion. Connecting two

multiports at a time from bottom up may reduce the computation time. However, matrix inversion

is still unavoidable. Kuhn [16] introduced a flow graph reduction method. A microwave network

is represented by a flow graph and the graph can be reduced step-by-step based on four reduction

rules. In this paper, we introduce two simple rules for fast network reduction. While Kuhn reduces

the network one branch at a time, we reduce the network one node at a time. Unlike the previous

approaches, our method approximates S-parameter by expanding them into Taylor series, which

further improves the efficiency of our reduction process. In a later section, we will show the

approximation is accurate for delay computation.

C A B× cis
i with ci ajbi j− 7( )

j 0=

i

∑=
i 0=

n

∑= =

D A B⁄ dis
i with di

1
b0

ai djbi j−
j 0=

i 1−

∑−
 
 = 8( )

i 0=

n

∑= =

d 1− b0 0=

s 0=
D s 0=

b0 0= a0 A B

b0 0≠
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around . Note that for Equation (3) we have:

and

With (5a) and (5b), carrying out the Taylor series expansion, all components can be represented in

the form of power series:

where  is the coefficient of the expansion.

In order to match the initial condition of the system, the asymptotic frequency point ( )

[12] should be added into the above expansion:

In the above equation, the component steady state response is represented by the moment

expansion at  and the initial condition is satisfied by .

To complete the series expansion for each component, we define two types of series operations.

Let

s 0=

γ( )cosh
γ2i

2i( ) !
i 0=

∞

∑ 5a( )=

γ( )sinh
γ

γ2i

2i 1+( ) !
i 0=

∞

∑= 5b( )

F s( ) fis
i

i 0=

n

∑=

fi

s j∞=

F′ s( ) F j∞( ) fis
i

i 0=

n

∑+ 6( )=

s 0= F j∞( )

A ais
i, B bis

i

i 0=

n

∑=
i 0=

n

∑=
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where Z0 is an arbitrary reference impedance, referred to as the characteristic impedance.

The one port element in Figure (1b) has the following S-parameter:

For an RLC transmission line, we have:

where  is the characteristic impedance,  is the propagation

constant andl is the length of the line. The derivation of equation (1) through (3) can be found in

[1].

The interconnect topology as shown in Figure (1d) can be used to connect components described

in Figure (1a) through (1c) to construct a generalized interconnection network. The n-port

interconnect node can also be described by the scattering parameter [18]:

Combining these four basic elements, one can represent a variety of distributed-lumped network

topology including capacitive cutsets, inductive loops, and lossy transmission lines.

Next, the S-parameters defined by equations (1) through (3) are first expanded into Taylor series

S
Z Z0−
Z Z0+ 2( )=

S
1

2Z0Zc γ( )cosh Zc
2 Z0

2+( ) γ( )sinh+
Zc

2 Z0
2−( ) γ( )sinh 2ZcZ0

2ZcZ0 Zc
2 Z0

2−( ) γ( )sinh
3( )=

Zc
R sL+

sC
= γ R sL+( ) sCl=

S
1
n

2 n− 2 2 … 2
2 2 n− 2 … 2
2 2 2 n− … 2
… … … … …
2 2 2 … 2 n−

4( )=
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2. Scattering parameter formulation of distributed-lumped network

Scattering Parameters [1] represent the interrelationship of a set of incoming and outgoing power

waves of a multi-port system. They are frequently used in the microwave field for system

description. Some of the advantages of using S-parameters are: (1) they are easier to measure and to

work with at high frequencies compare to using other types of parameters, (2) all lumped circuit

elements including short and open circuits have unique analytical S-parameter descriptions, and (3)

they provide a very convenient means for describing distributed elements such as lossy

transmission lines.

To develop the macromodel, we begin with the description of all elements in the distributed-lumped

network in terms of their Scattering Parameters. Voltage waves are used for convenience. Four

basic elements are utilized to characterize a general interconnect network, namely, 1)shunt (two

port) impedance, 2) series (one port) impedance, 3) RLC transmission line and 4) multiport

interconnect node. These basic components are shown in Figures (1a) through (1d).

For a two port element shown in Figure (1a), the S-parameter can be written as:

Z

Figure 1a. Two port element.

Figure 1c. Lossy transmission line.

S
1

Z 2Z0+
Z 2Z0

2Z0 Z
1( )=

Z

Figure 1b. One port element

1

2 3

n

Figure 1d. n-port interconnect node.
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S-Parameter Based Macro Model of Distributed-Lumped
Networks Using Pade Approximation

Extended Abstract

1. Introduction

Designing of large scale high performance circuits requires precise knowledge of circuit delays. The

computation of delays associated with interconnects, in particular, poses a challenging problem and

has been the subject of study in current times [2]-[8]. As chip size increases and the length of

interconnects become comparable to the wavelength of the signals, the widely accepted RC tree delay

model ceases to be adequate and transmission line properties of on-chip and off-chip interconnects

gain importance. The Elmore delay based estimation methods, although efficient, are insufficient and

the deficiencies of such methods need to be addressed with techniques which are capable of

computing delays in the presence of RLC mesh networks, capacitive cutsets, inductive loops, as well

as lossy transmission lines.

Recently, an n-th order extension of Elmore approximation based on Pade moment-matching

technique has been developed [9]-[11] to approximate a higher order linear network by the

waveforms generated by its lower order moments. The method is referred to as Asymptotic

Waveform Evaluation. Several publications have shown the potential of applying Pade approximation

for general linear network analysis.

In this paper, we present a Scattering-Parameters (S-Parameters) based macromodel of distributed-

lumped networks. One of the many passible applications of the macromocel is delay computation.

The networks can include capacitive cutsets, inductive loops, RLC meshes, and lossy transmission

lines. An efficient network reduction algorithm is developed and Pade approximation is used to derive

the macromodel. In Section 2, we formulate the description of the S-Parameters of the distributed-

lumped components. Based on the formulation, in Section 3, we present an efficient network

reduction algorithm to reduce the original network into a network containing one multiport

component together with the sources and loads of interest. The macromodel is derived in Section 4,

and the efficiency and accuracy of the macromodel are well demonstrated, in Section 5, by the

transient analysis of several test cases. Finally, Section 6 gives some concluding remarks.


